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Abstract— Selecting optimal models and hyper-parameters is
crucial for accurate optic-flow estimation. This paper provides
a solution to the problem in a generic Bayesian framework.
The method is based on a conditional model linking the image
intensity function, the unknown velocity field, hyper-parameters
and the prior and likelihood motion models. Inference is performed on each of the three-level of this so-defined hierarchical
model by maximization of marginalized a posteriori probability
distribution functions. In particular, the first level is used to
achieve motion estimation in a classical a posteriori scheme. By
marginalizing out the motion variable, the second level enables
to infer regularization coefficients and hyper-parameters of nonGaussian M-estimators commonly used in robust statistics. The
last level of the hierarchy is used for selection of the likelihood
and prior motion models conditioned to the image data. The
method is evaluated on image sequences of fluid flows and from
the “Middlebury” database. Experiments prove that applying the
proposed inference strategy yields better results than manually
tuning smoothing parameters or discontinuity preserving cost
functions of the state-of-the-art methods.

Choosing appropriate models and fixing hyper-parameters
given a couple of images is a tricky and often hidden process
in optic-flow estimation. Most of the motion estimators
proposed so far provide a large variability of estimates
according to different combination of hyper-parameter values.
Moreover, this phenomenon can be drastically accentuated
if we consider different regularization and data models.
Generally the users of such techniques have to rely on
successive trials and a empirical strategy for fixing the
hyper-parameters values and choosing the adequate model.
Besides being computationally expensive, this strategy
may produce a catastrophic estimate without any relevant
feedback for the end-user, especially when motions are
complex deformations or for non-conventional imagery.
Imposing hard values on these parameters may yield also
poor results when the lighting conditions or if the underlying
motions differ from those on which the system has been
calibrated. At the extreme, the estimate may be either too
smooth or at the opposite it may exhibit inexistant strong
motion discontinuities. However, Bayesian analysis has been
extensively studied in the past for hyper-parameter estimation
and for model selection [23] [33] [34]. In particular, in the
context of interpolation of noisy data, a powerful hierarchical
Bayesian model has been proposed in the seminal work of
[31]. In optic-flow estimation, this framework has been used
in [26] for hyper-parameter estimation. However, it does not
consider model deviations from Gaussianity. Moreover, very
little emphasis has been devoted in motion estimation works

to the problem of model selection. In particular, except in a
particular case [18], no proper Bayesian formulation has been
proposed in the literature for inference of optic-flow data and
regularization models.
This work complements state-of-the-art in Bayesian inference
techniques for optic-flow with a generic and robust modeling
framework. It makes possible the design of non-parametrical
estimation methods, able to reliably decide among several
data and regularization models with optimal tuning of regularization coefficients and robust model hyper-parameters. The
remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In the two next
sections, in order to motivate our approach, we make a brief
overview on optic-flow estimation techniques and review stateof-the-art inference strategies. Then, in section III, we present
our optic-flow hierarchical model together with the associated
Bayesian inference levels. Finally, in section IV an exhaustive
evaluation of the generic method performed on challenging
image sequences of turbulent diffusive flows and computer
vision scenes demonstrate the interest of our approach.
I. BAYESIAN FORMULATION OF OPTIC - FLOW ESTIMATION
A. Aperture problem
Optic-flow estimation is well known to be a difficult illposed inverse problem in which one aims at estimating the
apparent motion of a 3D scene through spatial and temporal
image intensity I(s, t) variations. The optic-flow, identified by
a 2D velocity fields, v(s, t) : Ω × R+ → R2 , over the image
grid Ω is identical to the projection on the image plane of
the scene velocity when considering rigid motion and stable
lighting conditions. In this situation, motion v = (u, v)T
respects the standard Optical Flow Constraint (OFC) equation
which reads:
dI
= ∂t I + ∇I · v = 0.
(1)
dt
For specific image modalities or for observation of particular
phenomena, many other brightness evolution models have
been proposed in the literature to link the image intensity
function to the sought velocity fields [8], [13], [17], [19], [29].
However, all these evolution models remain underconstrained,
as they provide only one equation for two unknowns (u, v)
at each spatio-temporal location (s, t). To deal with this
underconstrained estimation problem, the so called aperture
problem, the most common setting consists in enforcing some
spatial coherence to the solution. This coherence is imposed
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either explicitly through a regularization functional [18] [20]
[45] or implicitly, with a parametric (often local and polynomial) spatial representation of the solution [9] [10] [30].
Note that implicit regularization may be seen as a particular
case, where no explicit regularization functional is specified.
Therefore, we concentrate on explicit regularization schemes
in the following.

where |.|2 denotes the L2 norm. For the sake of conciseness,
we will also limit the presentation to linear Πr . In this
quadratic penalization framework, a first-order regularizer enforcing weak spatial gradients of the two components u and v
of the velocity field v is very often used [20]. This regularizer
is obtained from (6) defining the following function:

B. Gaussian models

Considering motion variables on the pixel grid requires the
approximation of continuous spatial derivatives by discrete
functions. For regular pixel grids, this can be done using
for instance finite difference schemes or finite elements. The
spatial discretization results in the definition of a global energy
composed of local potentials Vr2 (v, s, t) relative to a clique
system C depending on the differential operator considered
and on the accuracy (also called the order) of the differentiation scheme. After discretization, the regularization term is
rewritten as:
1 X
Vr2 (u, s, t) + Vr2 (v, s, t).
(8)
fr (v) =
2

Explicit regularization schemes in their simplest form define
the estimation problem through the minimization of an energy
functional composed of two terms balanced by a regularization
coefficient γ (> 0):
L(I, v, α, β) = fd (I, v) + γfr (v),

(2)

where α and β are two positive parameters forming the ratio
γ = α/β.
The first term, fd (I, v) (the “data term”), penalizes discrepancies between observed image temporal differences denoted
by It = {It (s); s ∈ Ω|It (s) = I(s, t + 1) − I(s, t)} and the
unknowns v by mean of the observation operator Πd . For the
sake of conciseness, we will limit the presentation to linear
operators. Note however that extension to the non-linear case
by successive linearization is possible [10]. Based on (1), one
can for instance define an observation operator by using the
function Πd :
Πd (v(s), I) = ∇I(s, t + 1) · v(s),

(3)

which applies on the unknown motion and which depends
on the image spatial gradients. However as mentioned earlier,
many others operator could be defined. Discretizing the motion
field on the pixel grid Ω with a unit time interval and
considering a quadratic penalization results in data terms of
the form:
1X
2
(It (s) + Πd (v(s))) .
(4)
fd (I, v) =
2
s∈Ω

Let us now define the data model variable D. This variable is a
binary variable defined on the finite set of possible functions
Πd . For functions satisfying exp(−fd ) ∈ L1 , an equivalent
Gibbs Probability Distribution Function (PDF) likelihood can
be written as [15]:
p(It |v, β, D) =

exp{−βfd (I, v)}
,
Zfd (β)

(5)

where Zfd (β) denotes a normalization constant also called
partition function. For quadratic penalization in (4), Zfd is
the partition function of an uncorrelated multidimensional
Gaussian variable It . Therefore it depends only on the inverse
variance β, which is identical for all the components.
The second term, fr (v) (the “regularization term”), encourages the solution to follow some prior smoothness model
formalized with function Πr :
1X
(6)
fr (v) =
|Πr (u, s)|2 + |Πr (v, s)|2
2
s∈Ω

Πr (u, s) = ∇u(s), Πr (v, s) = ∇v(s).

(7)

<s,t>∈C

where Vr2 (u, s, t) is a quadratic energy defined on mutual
neighboring sites pairs (so called clique) < s, t > belonging
to the set C. For instance, discretizing spatial gradients in
(6) using non-centered first-order finite difference schemes
results in local potential energies of the form Vr2 (u, s, t) =
(u(s) − u(t))2 on the binary cliques < s, t > associated to
a first-order neighboorhood system. Let us now define the
regularization model variable R. This variable is a binary
variable defined on the finite set of possible regularization
functions Πr . As previously for the data-model, regularization
terms fr satisfying exp{−fr } ∈ L1 weighted by a positive
parameter α forms the energy of a Gibbs PDF prior :
p(v|α, R) =

exp{−αfr (v)}
,
Zfr (α)

(9)

where Zfr (α) denotes the partition function. Note that for
quadratic energies such as in (8), the Gibbs prior is equivalent
to a Gauss-Markov random field and α represents the inverse
variance of the regularization model error [15].
The motion posterior PDF is formed according to Bayes rule
p(v|It , α, β, D, R) ∝ p(It |v, β, D)p(v|α, R) as:
p(v|It , α, β, D, R) =

exp{−βL(I, v, α, β)}
,
ZL (I, α, β)

(10)

where ZL (I, α, β) denotes the associated partition function.
For quadratic energies, posterior PDFs are Gauss-Markov
random fields. The energy minimized in (2) for the estimation
of motion v constitutes, up to a multiplicative factor, the
energy of the posterior. Thus, the maximum of the motion
posterior probability is reached for the estimate v̂ satisfying:
v̂ = arg min L(I, v, α, β).
v

(11)

The optic-flow Maximum A Posteriori (MAP) estimate is
obtained by minimizing directly the posterior energy given
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in (2). An equivalent approach consists in solving the associated Euler-Lagrange equations (derived from the variational
formulation of a functional minimization on a continuous image domain). In both cases, efficient deterministic optimization
techniques such as the Conjugate Gradient Squared (CGS)
algorithm [36] or various multi-grid strategies [5] [32] can
be employed to access the minimum. For quadratic penalization and linear models, the posterior energies are convex
functionals whose global minimum can be reached with such
deterministic methods.
C. M-estimators and semi-quadratic models
It is well known that the L2 norm (i.e. Gaussian PDFs
for linear models) is limited in the context of strong model
deviations. In particular, this norm is inefficient when dealing
with observation outliers or motion spatial discontinuities.
Such limitations are overcome using so called robust cost
functions. Indeed, such penalty functions, also called Mestimators in robust statistics and related to non-Gaussian
distributions, are considered in this context [4] [14]. Mestimators are functions defined by the inferior envelop of
a family of parabolas. Note that to define an M-estimator,
the family of parabolas must have some properties given
in appendix A. It follows that M-estimators possess some
equivalent semi-quadratic formulations. They therefore
constitute interesting non-quadratic functions since by
convex duality they locally preserve the convex properties of
quadratic functionals [24] [38]. Let us redefine the optic-flow
components in this context.
Let ρτd be an M-estimator and τd its free parameter. The associated family of parabolas, denoted by ϕτd (zd ) is continuously
indexed by zd , which is here defined as a normalized auxiliary
variables (zd ∈]0, 1]) and have an inferior envelop defining
ρτd . For the data term, we thus define a family of likelihood
energies by associating to each pixel a parabola family indexed
by zd (s) :
1 X
ϕτd (Vd (I, v, s), zd (s)),
(12)
fd (I, v, zd , τd ) =
2τd s
where zd = {zd (s)} and Vd2 represents a quadratic energy
encoding the deviation to the observations:
Vd2 (I, v, s) = (It (s) + Πd (v(s)))2 .

(13)

A parabola is a semi-quadratic functional of the form:
ϕτd (Vd (I, v, s), zd (s)) = τd zd (s)Vd2 (I, v, s) + ψ(zd (s)),
(14)
where the form of the function ψ is defined in appendix A.
To make the energy (14) equivalent to the penalization by the
M-estimator ρzd (Vd (I, v, s)), the indices ẑd = {ẑd } of the
parabolas must satisfy:
ρ0τd (Vd (I, v, s))
ẑd (s) =
,
(15)
2τd Vd (I, v, s)
given some quadratic energies {Vd (I, v, s)}. The likelihood
PDF can be redefined in the robust context as
exp−βfd (I,v,zd ,τd )
p(It |zd , v, β, τd , D) =
.
(16)
Zfd (β, zd , τd )

For the regularization term, deviations from the prior motion
smoothness are analogously defined through some parabola
family ϕτr depending on index variable zr . The inferior
envelope of the parabola family define some M-estimator ρτr
parametrized by τr . Regularizers given in (6) are thus redefined
using a family of prior energies [4]: fr (v, zr , τr ) =
X
1
ϕτr (Vr (u, s, t), zr (s, t))+ϕτr (Vr (v, s, t), zr (s, t)),
2τr
<s,t>∈C
(17)
where the parabolas indices are zr = {zr (s, t)} and where
each parabola is a semi-quadratic energy of the form:
ϕτr (Vr (u, s, t), zr (s, t)) = τr zr (s, t)Vr2 (u, s, t)+ψ(zr (s, t)).
(18)
To make the energy (17) equivalent to the penalization resulting from the associated M-estimator that is: ρzr (Vr (u, s, t)) +
ρzr (Vr (v, s, t)), the indices ẑr = {ẑr } of the parabolas must
satisfy:
2ẑr (s, t)

=

ρ0τr (Vr (u, s, t)) ρ0τr (Vr (v, s, t))
+
, (19)
2τr Vr (u, s, t)
2τr Vr (v, s, t)

given some quadratic energies {Vr (u, s, t), Vr (v, s, t)}. The
prior can then be redefined in the robust context as:
p(v|zr , α, τr , R) =

exp−αfr (v,zr ,τr )
.
Zfr (α, zr , τr )

(20)

Let us denote the hyper-parameter vector by θ =
(α, β, τd , τr )T . Using Bayes’ relation, the motion posterior
PDF is redefined in the robust context as:
p(v|zd , zr , It , θ, D, R) ∝
=

p(It |zd , v, β, τd , D)p(v|zr , α, τr , R)
exp−βL(I,v,zd ,zr ,θ)
,
(21)
ZL (I, zd , zr , θ)

with the energy:
L(I, v, zd , zr , θ) = fd (I, v, zd , τd ) + γfr (v, zr , τr ).

(22)

Based on the minimization of the energy (22) w.r.t. motion, we
obtain the MAP estimate v̂. Furthermore, indices ẑ = {ẑd , ẑr }
satisfying the equivalence with M-estimators constitute the
minimizer of (22) and can also be interpreted as MAP estimates. As a matter of fact, the motion-indices joint posterior
PDF may be defined as:
p(v, zd , zr |It , θ, D, R) ∝ exp−βL(I,v,zd ,zr ,θ) .

(23)

This joint posterior probability is built using the relation:
p(v, zd , zr |It , θ, D, R)
∝ p(v|zd , zr , It , θ, D, R)p(zd |β, D)p(zr |α, R),

(24)

where the prior PDFs p(zd |β, D) and p(zr |α, R) on indices
zd and zr are chosen in order to induce the energy defined in
(22). Moreover, following appendix A, ẑ is the minimizer of
the posterior energy:
ẑ = arg min L(I, v, zd , zr , θ).
zd ,zr

(25)
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Therefore, one finally obtains that indices satisfying the equivalence with M-estimators given by (15) and (19) are estimates
maximizing the joint posterior:
{v̂, ẑ} = arg max p(v, zd , zr |It , θ, D, R).
v,zd ,zr

(26)

The tuning of the hyper-parameters θ and the selection of
the optimal models (D, R) for optic-flow is a crucial problem
which can yield drastically different results.
II. R ELATED WORK ON HYPER - PARAMETER ESTIMATION
AND MODEL SELECTION

The goal we are pursuing in this work aims at complementing optical flow estimation techniques with a Bayesian method
inferring the different parameters involved in the models
described previously. To the best of our knowledge, only very
little attention has been devoted to this non trivial problem
in the literature. The following sections give an overview
on Bayesian and deterministic state-of-the-art methods in this
field.
A. Bayesian inference
Bayesian analysis has been intensively studied in the
past for estimation of hyper-parameters [33] [34] or degrees
of freedom [39], and model selection in different contexts
than motion estimation [23]. In particular, for interpolation
of noisy data a Bayesian evidence framework relying on
successive marginalization of the joint posterior probability
has been proposed in the seminal work of [31]. In the case of
Gaussian models, this framework has been recently applied to
the context of optic-flow estimation. In particular, estimation
of motion regularization parameters [25], the weighting of
concurrent likelihood models [26], or the selection of a prior
motion scaling model [18] constitute noticeable achievements.
However, state-of-the-art inference techniques remain limited
in motion estimation issues since they do not consider
likelihood and prior model deviating from Gaussianity.
Such non-Gaussian models are nevertheless very common
in computer vision, where we have to cope with motion
discontinuities and observation outliers due to noise or
varying lighting conditions. The common non-Gaussian
robust statistics used to manage such problems raise the
additional difficulty of the choice of the robust norm and of its
hyper-parameters, since in general it is a parametrical model.
This choice is crucial and different tuning of these parameters
can lead to motion estimates that differ drastically. Moreover,
although being crucial for accurate motion measurement,
surprisingly only very little emphasis has been devoted in the
computer vision literature to the problem of model selection
for optic-flow estimation. In particular, except in the particular
case of [18], no proper Bayesian formulation considering the
marginalization of the joint posterior distribution with respect
to the motion field and the hyper-parameter vector has been
proposed in the literature for the selection of optimal prior
and likelihood optic-flow models.

Before exploring more in details such a formulation, in the
following, we briefly describe deterministic techniques for
hyper-parameter inference, point out some similarities and
emphasize differences with the Bayesian point of view.

B. Deterministic inference
Most of deterministic methods for hyper-parameter inference
rely on the minimization of a mean square error estimate
between the true and the estimated deterministic hyperparameter, or equivalently, on the minimization of the
conditional variance and bias of the hyper-parameter
estimator [28] [41] [43]. In this context, Stein unbiased risk
estimate has been successfully applied to infer optic-flow
hyper-parameters of a Horn & Schunck model [35], or of
a local Lucas & Kanade model [40]. Generalized cross
validation is another approach to minimize a mean square
error estimate, which has been applied to the optic-flow
context [11]. It is based on the idea that the best hyperparameter for the observations is the one that best predicts
each observation as a function of the others. There exist
also heuristic approaches in optic-flow literature for choosing
regularization hyper-parameters. L-Curve and U-Curve
methods are based on simultaneous minimization of the norm
of the regularized residual and the norm of the regularized
solution [27]. Hyper-parameter and model selection based on
learning strategies should also be mentioned, although they
are essentially different since they rely on training data [22]
[42].
It is interesting to notice that some of the previous approaches
share in their analysis common quantities with Bayesian
methods: the trace of the inverse matrix of the functional
Hessian in approaches based on the mean square error
estimate, or the balance between the regularized residual and
the regularized solution in heuristic methods. Nevertheless,
the deterministic and the Bayesian approaches are generally
different for several reasons [31] [37]. In particular, because
deterministic inference is derived from a different perspective:
the selection of the most probable deterministic parameter
rather than a measure of plausibility of the entire posterior
ensemble.

III. BAYESIAN HIERARCHICAL MODELING OF OPTIC - FLOW
Let us describe the optic-flow estimation problem in the
light of the evidence framework. The problem is formalized
by a hierarchical model factorizing the joint probability of the
following variables: the image temporal difference It , motion
v and the parabolas indices {zd , zr }, hyper-parameters θ, and
the model D and R. Model D (resp. R) is redefined as the binary variable on the finite set {(Πd , ρτd )} (resp. {(Πr , ρτr )}).
This ensemble is the Cartesian products between the finite
set of possible observation function Πd (resp. regularization
function Πr ) and the finite set of possible penalization norms
given by the M-estimators ρτd (resp. ρτr ). The joint probability
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factorization reads:
where the likelihood, the prior and the posterior are respectively defined in (16), (20) and in (21). As already mentioned
robust likelihood
in section I, this posterior probability is maximized in order
. obtain a velocity field estimate v̂ according to a MAP
p(v|zr , θ, R)p(zr |θ, R) p(θ)p(D, R) to
|
{z
} |
{z
}
criterion.
Maximizing the joint indices-motion posterior probrobust motion prior
hyper-par. & model prior
ability
p(v,
zd , zr |It , θ, D, R) given by (24), MAP indices
Using hierarchical model (27), we obtain three levels of inferẑ
=
{ẑ
,
ẑ
d r } are jointly inferred for a certain M-estimator.
ence for the estimation of (v̂, ẑd , ẑr ), θ̂ and (D̂, R̂), solution
This
first
MAP inference level is widely used in computer
of the following set of problems:
n
o
vision for robust motion estimation [4].
(v̂, ẑd , ẑr ) = arg max
p(v, zd , zr |It , θ̂, D̂, R̂) , (28)
(v,zd ,zr )
n
o
B. Estimation of hyper-parameters θ
θ̂ = arg max p(θ|It , z? (θ, v̂), D̂, R̂) ,
(29)
θ
The second level of inference (29) considers the dependence
n
o
?
of
the image, It , to the parameter vector θ = (α, β, τd , τr )T
(D̂, R̂) = arg max p(D, R|It , z (θ̂, v̂)) ,
(30)
(D,R)
whose components are the regularization parameters α and β
where z? (θ, v) = {{zd? (θ, v(s))}, {zr? (θ, v(s, t))}} with
and the robust parameters τd and τr . Inference of vector θ̂ is
0
conditioned to some models (D, R) and to the MAP estimate
ρ (Vd (I, v, s))
zd? (θ, v(s)) = τd
,
(31) z? of the first inference level. It implies first marginalizing out
2τd Vd (I, v, s)
the motion variable v and then, considering these dependences
 ρ0 (V (u, s, t)) ρ0 (V (v, s, t)) 
1
r
r
τr
τr
?
in Bayes relation, one can write:
+
.
zr (θ, v(s, t)) =
2 2τr Vr (u, s, t)
2τr Vr (v, s, t)
p(It |z? , θ, D, R)p(θ|z? , D, R)
(32)
p(θ|It , z? , D, R) =
p(It |z? , D, R)
The system (28)-(30) is inspired from the Bayesian evidence
?
∝ p(It |z , θ, D, R)p(θ|z? , D, R).(34)
framework proposed in [31]. It defines three levels of inference. In the first level (28), v and (zd , zr ) are estimated by
relying on hyper-parameter and model estimates (θ̂, D̂, R̂). In For flat priors p(θ|D, R), the MAP θ̂ in (34) is simply
the second level (29), the dependence on v is marginalized the Maximum Likelihood (ML) estimate also known as the
out and θ is inferred by assuming (D, R) = (D̂, R̂). Finally, maximum of the evidence. Since no information is generally
in the last level (30), (D̂, R̂) is computed by maximizing a available on the hyper-parameter distribution, we will consider
likelihood function in which both the dependence on v and θ in the following a flat prior. The evidence probability is defined
has been removed.
by marginalization w.r.t. the velocity field1 :
Note that the set of problems defined in (28)-(30) is slightly
Z
different from the one presented in [31] since the dependence p(I |z? , θ, D, R) =
p(It |v, z? , θ, D)p(v|z? , θ, R)dv. (35)
t
on (zd , zr ) is not removed in (29)-(30). Instead, we constraint
Rn
(zd , zr ) to have a particular structure, namely (31)-(32). As
1) Evaluation of hyper-parameter’s evidence :
we will see in the remainder of this section, this digression
from the original Bayesian evidence framework allows a The evidence integral in (35) may be written as a partition
tractable implementation of the inference algorithm. On the function ratio:
Z
?
?
other hand, it also forces an interconnection between all level
exp−βfd (I,v,zd ,τd )−αfr (v,zr ,τr )
?
?
p(I
|z
,
θ,
D,
R)
=
dv
t
of inference: θ̂ depends on v̂ through z (θ, v̂) whereas v̂ is
?
?
Rn Zfd (β, zd , τd )Zfr (α, zr , τr )
the maximum of a function depending on θ̂, etc.
ZL (I, α, β, z? , τd , τr )
=
.
(36)
Zfd (β, z?d , τd )Zfr (α, z?r , τr )
In the following, we detail successively the analytical solution
of the three inference problems (28)-(30).
First, for the robust model defined in (12), the likelihood
partition function reads1 :
A. Estimation of motion field v
Z
In this first level of inference (28), we consider the de?
exp{−βfd (I, v, z?d , τd )}dIt
(37)
pendence of the two first levels of the hierarchy: It and Zfd (β, zd , τd ) =
Rm
Z
?
P ?
ψ(zd (s))
{v, zd , zr }. The problem is thus conditioned by some hyper−β
z (s)Vd2 (I,v,s)+
τd
=
exp 2 s d
dIt .
parameters θ = (α, β, τd , τr )T and the models (D, R). As
Rm
explained in section I, Bayes relation is used in order to define
the motion posterior PDF:
It = {It (s)} is a m-dimensional Gaussian vector with
p(It |v, zd , θ, D)p(v|zr , θ, R)
uncorrelated components where m is the number of point
p(v|It , zd , zr , θ, D, R) =
p(It |zd , zr , θ, R, D)
1 With a slight abuse of notation which is usually clear from the context, the
likelihood × prior
=
,
(33) variable is confused with its realization. Therefore, integrals are defined over
evidence
the variable realizations and not over the random variable itself (i.e. integrals
∝ p(It |v, zd , θ, D)p(v|zr , θ, R),
are not stochastic).

p(It , v, zd , zr , θ, D, R) = p(It |v, zd , θ, D)p(zd |θ, D)
|
{z
}

(27)
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composing the image grid. The observation operator defined
in (13) implies that the integration of the likelihood energy
w.r.t. the image temporal derivative or the potential Vd are
equivalent up to a sign: dIt (s) = ±dVd (I, v, s). Therefore,
the partition function in (37) is the integral of the exponential
of the energy of a m dimensional Gaussian with uncorrelated
components of variance (βzd? (s))−1 added to the energy of m
βψ(zd? (s))
. In consequence, the likelihood
constants of the form
2τd
partition function writes:
1
? (s))
−βψ(zd
Y  2π  2
?
2τd
Zfd (β, zd , τd ) =
exp
,
(38)
βzd? (s)

Finally, the partition function ZL (I, α, β, z? , τd , τr ) is
an integral which possesses also an analogous analytical
expression. Indeed, this partition function is1 :
ZL (I, α, β, z? , τd , τr ) =

Z

exp−βL(I,v,z

Rn

Z
=

exp
Rn

exp

−β
2

−α
2

P
<s,t>∈C

zr? (s,t)Vr2 (v,s,t)+

P ?
ψ(z ? (s)
zd (s)Vd2 (I,v,s)+ τd
d

s

?

,θ)

dv

(45)

? (s,t))
ψ(zr
τr

dv.

s∈Ω

resulting in: − log Zfd (β, z?d , τd ) =
X 1
1
βψ(zd? (s))
.
− log(2π) + log βzd? (s) +
2
2
2τd

(39)

s∈Ω

Secondly, according to (17), the partition
Zfr (α, z?r , τr ) of the prior reads1 :
Z
?
Zfr (α, z?r , τr ) =
exp−αfr (v,zr ,τr ) dv
Rn

function

Potentials Vd and Vr are linear functions and this integral
represents again the partition function of a n-dimensional
Gaussian random field which is dependent on the Hessian
matrix of the posterior energy. The Hessian matrix of the
posterior is the sum of the likelihood and prior energy Hessian
matrices. Let us calculate the Hessian of the likelihood energy:
∂v2 (fd (I, v, z?d , τd )) = ΠTd Λz?d Πd ,

(40)

(46)

? (s,t))
ψ(zr
τr

where Λz?d is a diagonal matrix whose diagonal is the vector
dv ((z? )T , (z? )T )T , and where Πd is the matrix associated to
d
d
Rn
function Πd . For notational convenience, let us adopt the
where n = 2m denotes the number of unknown velocity vari- following notation for the posterior covariance inverse, i.e.,
ables. Potential are linear functions and this integral represents the Hessian of its energy:
T
the partition function of a n-dimensional Gaussian random
Γ−1
Πd + γΠTr Λz?r Πr .
z? ,γ = Πd Λz?
d
field. This integral is thus entirely dependent on the inverse
covariance, that is to say the Hessian matrix. The analytical Therefore, the posterior partition function integral reads:
?
n
calculation thus requires the determination of the Hessian
− 12
(47)
ZL (I, z? , θ) = exp−βL(I,v̂,z ,θ) 2π 2 det(βΓ−1
z? ,γ )
matrix of the prior energy:
Z

=

exp

−α
2

P

<s,t>∈C

zr? (s,t)Vr2 (v,s,t)+

∂v2 (fr (v, z?r , τr )) = ΠTr Λz?r Πr ,

(41)

where Λz?r is a diagonal matrix whose diagonal is the vector
((z?r )T , (z?r )T )T and where Πr is the matrix associated to
function Πr . For instance, in the case of the gradient smoothing model given in (7), each line of this matrix represents
minus a discretized Laplacian operator weighted by z?r . This
result can be obtained using Euler-Lagrange equations [44].
Noting that the energy of the prior is the energy of a centered
n-dimensional Gaussian of covariance matrix (ΠTr Λz?r Πr )−1
αψ(zr? (s,t))
and of n additional constants of the form
, we
2τr
obtain: Zfr (α, τr ) =

 12 Y
(2π)n
−αψ(zr? (s, t))
exp{
}. (42)
T
det(αΠr Λz?r Πr )
2τr
<s,t>∈C

Since the determinant of a matrix product of square matrices
equals the product of their determinants, one gets that:
X
log det(αΠTr Λz?r Πr ) ∝ n log(α) + 2
log zr? (s, t),
<s,t>∈C

(43)
resulting in the expression:
n
n
− log Zfr (α, τr ) ∝ − log(2π) + log(α)
(44)
2
2
X
αψ(zr? (s, t))
+
log zr? (s, t) +
.
τr
<s,t>∈C

Hence:
− log ZL (I, z? , θ) = βL(I, v̂, θ) −
+

1
log det Γ−1
z? ,γ
2

n
n
log(2π) + log(β)
2
2
(48)

Replacing (39), (44), (48) in (36), one obtains an analytical
expression for minus the log evidence:
βX ?
− log p(It |z? , θ, D, R) ∝
z (s)Vd2 (I, v̂, s)
(49)
2 s d
α X ?
+
zr (s, t)Vr2 (v̂, s, t)
2
<s,t>∈C
X
1
+ log det Γ−1
log zr? (s, t).
z? ,γ −
2
<s,t>∈C
1X
− m log(γ) −
log(βzd? (s))
2 s
From (49), one can notice that the evidence is the multiplication of the likelihood by the so-called Occam factor.
The likelihood evaluates the deviations from the observations
while the Occam factor can be interpreted as a penalization of
model
complexity. In (49), the quadratic likelihood energy is
βP ?
2
z
(s)V
d
d (I, v̂, s) and the log Occam factor is constituted
2
s

by all the other terms appearing in the right hand side. Let us
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remark that this equation reduces for quadratic cost functions
to:
m
log(β)
− log p(It |θ, D, R) ∝L(I, v̂, θ) − m log(α) −
2
(50)
1
+ log det{βΠTd Πd + αΠTr Πr }.
2
This energy differs slightly by sign differences from the
functional proposed in [26].
2) Maximization of hyper-parameter’s evidence :
To finally achieve the estimation of the regularization and
robust parameters, we now want to minimize the energy of
the evidence PDF w.r.t to θ. Noting the following equality:
∂
log det C
∂η

=

trace(C −1

∂C
)
∂η

(51)

the partial derivatives of the log evidence log p(I|θ, z? , D, R)
in (49) read:


∂ log p
1 n
T
=
− trace(Γz? ,γ Πr Λz?r Πr )
∂α
2β γ
1 X ?
−
zr (s, t)Vr2 (v̂, s, t)
(52)
2
<s,t>∈C

∂ log p
∂β

∂ log p
∂τd

m
1
=
−
trace(Γz? ,γ ΠTd Λz?d Πd )
2β
2β
1X ?
z (s)Vd2 (I, v̂, s)
(53)
−
2 s d
1 X ∂zd? (s)
1
= −
{βVd2 (I, v̂, s) − ? }
2 s ∂τd
zd (s)
−

∂ log p
∂τr

=

∂Λz?d
1
trace(Γz? ,γ ΠTd
Πd )
(54)
2
∂τd
X ∂z ? (s, t)
1
r
− αVr2 (v̂, s, t)}
{ ?
∂τr
zr (s, t)

<s,t>∈C

−

∂Λz?r
γ
trace(Γz? ,γ ΠTr
Πr ),
2
∂τr

(55)

A necessary condition for the log evidence to be maximum
is that the partial derivatives cancel. The non-linear system
composed of (52) and (53) can therefore be solved by iterating
until convergence the following rules. In order to cancel the
partial derivative, 1) the maximum likelihood estimate of the
is updated at iteration k with:
variance ratio γ̂ = α̂
β̂
γ̂ [k] =

n − γ̂ [k−1] trace(Γz? ,γ̂ [k−1] ΠTr Λz?r Πr )
,
P
zr? (s, t)Vr2 (v̂, s, t)β̂ [k−1]

(56)

<s,t>∈C

and 2) the maximum likelihood estimate of the observation
model inverse variance with:
m − trace(Γz? ,γ̂ [k−1] ΠTd Λz?d Πd )
P ?
.
(57)
β̂ [k] =
zd (s)Vd2 (I, v̂, s)
s

For the estimation of the robust parameters, solution of
the non-linear system composed of (54) and (55) can be

efficiently obtained using a gradient descent method. Since
an analytical expressions of the 2-nd order partial derivatives
of the log evidence in (49) may be obtained with some
approximations (see appendix B for the case of the Leclerc’s
function), we calculate the Newton directions [36] to
accelerate the convergence of the algorithm. As these Newton
directions are inexact, since they have been found only up
to some approximations, we also check at each iteration of
the gradient descent that a decrease of the evidence energy is
observed. It results in the maximum likelihood estimates of
hyper-parameters τ̂d and τ̂r . Note that to perform inference
in the second-level, the gradient descent procedure needs at
each step the MAP estimate (motion and indices) of the first
level.
Let us remark that the system used for estimating the hyperparameters gathers non-linear equations. Since this system
is solved using iterative rules or gradient descent methods
(more precisely a Newton method), we can only guarantee
convergence towards a local solution depending on the initial
condition.

C. Selection of models (D, R)
The third level of inference (30) can be performed considering directly the dependence of the image variable I to
the likelihood D and prior R models. Model inference is
performed for the parabola indices z? estimated in the first
MAP inference level given some M-estimators. Let us recall
that the likelihood model D and the prior model R are chosen
within a finite collection of hypotheses. More precisely D
is a binary variable defined on the finite set {(Πd , ρτd )},
which is a Cartesian product of a set of observation function
Πd (e.g. brightness conservation, passive scalar advectiondiffusion, etc.) by a set of M-estimators ρτd (e.g. Gaussian ,
Laplacian or Leclerc’s penalty function). R is a binary variable
defined on the finite set {(Πr , ρτr )}, which is the Cartesian
product of a set of regularization function Πr (e.g. weak
spatial gradients or weak divergence/curl, etc.) by a set of
M-estimators ρτr . Bayes relation for this dependence reads:
p(D, R|It , z? )

=
∝

p(It |z? , D, R)p(D, R|z? )
p(It |z? )
?
p(It |z , D, R)p(D, R|z? ),

(58)

The evaluation of the data-dependent term, the evidence
p(It , z? |D, R) for (D, R), implies marginalizing out variable
θ. Integrating the evidence w.r.t these variables yields:
Z
p(It |z? , D, R) =
p(It |z? , θ, D, R)p(θ)dθ.
(59)
R4

As θ varies, an evidence maximum (at least a local) is obtained
at θ̂. The evidence maximum is usually well approximated
by an uncorrelated Gaussian, where the diagonal elements of
the covariance matrix are σα2 , σβ2 , στ2d and στ2r . Therefore,
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using the Laplace’s approximation 2 of integral (59), the model
evidence reads:
p(It |z? , D, R) ' p(It |z? , θ̂, D, R)p(θ̂)(2π)2 σα σβ στd στr , στr ,
(61)
where the variance inverses are defined as second order
derivatives of the evidence energy w.r.t. α, β, τd and τr .
Differentiating twice (49) and employing estimates defined in
(56) and (57), we obtain an approximation for variances:
σβ2

'

2β̂ 2
m − trace(Γz? ,γ̂ ΠTd Λz?d Πd )

σα2

'

2α̂2
n

(62)

Approximated variances στ2d and στ2r can be obtained similarly
by using the Newton directions at point τˆd and τˆr , that is to say
the 2-nd order partial derivatives of (49). Finally, considering
a flat prior p(α, β) we obtain the energy of the evidence for
models (D, R): − log p(It |z? , D, R)
X
X
∝ β zd? (s)Vd2 (I, v̂, s) + α
zr? (s, t)Vr2 (v̂, s, t)
s

<s,t>∈C
−1
log det{Γz? ,γ̂ }

− n log(γ̂) +
X
X
− 2
log(zr? (s, t, τˆr )) −
log(βzd? (s, τˆd ))
−

<s,t>∈C
log σα2 − log σβ2

s

−

log στ2d

− log στ2r .

(63)

The maximum likelihood estimate (R̂, D̂) is the minimizer
of (63) within a collection of model candidates {(R, D)} and
represents the selected prior and data models.

D. Complexity
In terms of complexity, one of the two bottlenecks of
the proposed Bayesian inference technique corresponds to
the computation of the high-dimensional posterior covariance
trace in (56), (57), (62), (77) and (78). In order to overcome
this problem (without neglecting the spatial interaction of
motion variables as done in [26]), we use a trace randomization
technique [16] [21], which is efficiently achieved using the
CGS algorithm. More precisely, the drawing of L random
samples of a n-dimensional normalized and centered Gaussian
distribution rj ∼ N (0, 1n ) leads to the following approximation. For any square n-dimensional matrix B, we have:
trace(Γz? ,γ̂ B)

=
'

Fig. 1. Simulated scalar advection-diffusion by two-dimensional turbulence. Generated scalar images I(t) and I(t + 1), and ground truth motion
field visualization in a vectorial and in a color representation [1]. In the latter
visualizations, color and intensity code vector orientations and magnitudes.

where vector Γz? ,γ̂ rj is the solution provided by the CGS
algorithm of the inverse problem Γ−1
z? ,γ̂ X = rj , and X is the
unknown. This empirical average converges towards the trace
when L tends to infinity. Note that we can reuse the same
vector Γz? ,γ̂ rj to approach the different traces in (56), (57),
(62), (77) and (78). The complexity of these approximations
is O(n).
The second bottleneck is the computation of the determinant
of the Hessian of the posterior energy in (63). The determinant
of this large and sparse positive-definite matrix is efficiently
calculated via a Lower Upper (LU) decomposition3 , without
any independence assumption in the structure of the Hessian
matrix. Indeed, for the matrix decomposition Γ−1
z? ,γ̂ = LU , the
determinant is equal to the product of the diagonal elements
uii of the upper triangular matrix U :
Y
det(Γ−1
)
=
uii .
(65)
?
z ,γ̂
i

The determinant is obtained with a complexity of O(n),
yielding a linear overall algorithm complexity.
Other Bayesian methods [26] or deterministic methods [35]
[16] require in principle the same amount of computation since
they rely on some analogous trace computation. Obviously, the
smaller the dimension n, the lower the complexity, making
local inference approaches attractive [12], such as in [40]. FitraceE[Γz? ,γ̂ rj rjt B] = E[(Γz? ,γ̂ rj )t (rj B)] nally, L-Curve or U-Curve strategies [27] possess a negligible
L
complexity in comparison.
1X
[Γz? ,γ̂ rj ]t Brj
(64)
L j=1
IV. E XPERIMENTS

2 Laplace’s method approximates the integral of a function by fitting a
Gaussian at its maximum and computing the volume under the Gaussian. For
a k dimensional variable x and a function f (x), the Laplaces’ approximation
reads:
Z
f (x)dx ' f (x̂)(2π)k/2 [− det{∂x2 log f (x̂)}]−1/2 ,
(60)

where ∂x2 log f (x̂) represents the Hessian of the logarithm of the function
and where x̂ = arg maxx f (x).

In the following experiments, hyper-parameters and motion
have been estimated at the different level of a standard multiresolution representation [3] whereas inference on prior and
likelihood models has been performed only on the finest
resolution level.
3 The LU decomposition is approached by an algorithm known as ILU(0)
of complexity O(n).
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Motion Field v̂
Motion Field v̂

Likelihood robust weights v̂

Mean End Point Error: 0.27

Mean Barron Angular Error [2]: 9.09◦

Prior robust weights (horizontal cliques)

(vertical cliques)

Fig. 2. Evaluation of most likely motion v̂ estimate. Color visualization [1]
and errors corresponding to an estimation with the robust data model fd of
(66) and a robust 1-st order regularizer fr defined in (7). Hyper-parameter
vector θ̂ = (γ̂, τ̂d , τ̂r ) = (0.59, 2.12, 20.65) and the data model diffusion
coefficient ν̂ = 0.4 were selected by Bayesian inference. The bottom line
displays spatial maps of robust weights ẑd and ẑr corresponding to the
Leclerc’s norm parameters τˆd and τˆr .

Mean End Point Error: 0.28

Mean Barron Angular Error: 9.39◦

Bayesian inference : Diffusion coefficient & Hyper-parameters
(Leclerc’s norm for diffusion model of (66) & Quadratic 1-st order regularization of (7))
D̂(ν = 0.4) & (γ̂, τ̂d , τr ) = (0.65, 4.14, 0.00)

Motion Field v̂

Mean End Point Error: 0.37

Mean Barron Angular Error: 12.70◦

Bayesian inference : Hyper-parameters
(Leclerc’s norm for diffusion model of (66) & Quadratic 1-st order regularization of (7))
D̂(ν = 0.1) & (γ̂, τ̂d , τr ) = (1.55, 1.88, 0.00)

A. Fluid motion image sequence
To evaluate the performance of the method, a synthetic
scalar image sequence of 256 × 256 pixels was generated
by transporting a passive and diffusive scalar with twodimensional turbulence [6]. The dynamical process was obtained by direct numerical simulation (DNS) of Navier-Stokes
equations coupled with the advection-diffusion of a passive
scalar equation:
∂t I + v · ∇I = ν∆I,

Motion Field v̂

Mean End Point Error: 0.60

Mean Barron Angular Error: 21.71◦

No Bayesian inference
(robust OFC model of (1) & quadratic 1-st order regularization of (7))
D̂(ν = 0.0) & (γ, τd , τr ) = (5.00, 5.00, 0.00)

(66)

where ν represents a unknown diffusion coefficient and ∆
denotes the Laplacian operator. Fig. 1 presents two scalar
images of the sequence together with the vectorial and the
color representation of the true underlying velocity field [1].
Fig. 2 displays the posterior motion estimate v̂ obtained
applying the proposed Bayesian inference framework on this
difficult image sequence. In the following we show that the
use of Bayesian inference with a simple robust 1-st order
regularization outperforms the most accurate state-of-the-art
results [6], [8], [45].

Model Selection. Inference of (R̂, D̂) was performed on
a collection of model combinations {(D, R)}. The set of
likelihood models {D} was defined by combining a finite set
of scalar advection-diffusion observation model Πd defined
for different values of diffusion coefficient ν in (66), with two
different penaltization (L2 norm or the Leclerc’s function).
The set of prior models {R} was defined by combining a
1-st order regularizer Πr defined in (7) with the same two
previous penalty functions. Using the evidence framework,
the diffusion coefficient ν̂ = 0.4 and the Leclerc’s functions
were selected accordingly to the inferred hyper-parameter

Mean End Point Error: 0.28
Mean Barron Angular Error: 9.86◦
results in [45] (no Bayesian inference)
(robust OFC model of (1) & Quadratic Div-Curl 2-nd order regularization)

Motion Field v̂

Fig. 3. Evaluation of motion estimates. Importance of hyper-parameters
estimation and model selection & comparison to state-of-the-art results

vector θ̂. The choice of the diffusion coefficient appears to
be crucial when comparing the results displayed in the two
first rows of Fig. 3. Indeed, performing model selection (first
row) instead of choosing an arbitrary diffusion coefficient
(second row) induces a relevant error decrease. The left plot
of Fig. 4 shows that the diffusion coefficient minimizing the
model evidence energy − log p(I|ẑ, D, R) is very close to
the diffusion coefficient minimizing the average end point
error. It is interesting to note in the right plot of the same
figure that the selected value ν̂ also corresponds respectively
to a minimum and a maximum of the inferred regularization
coefficient γ̂ and Leclerc’s parameter τˆd . Leclerc’s robust
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1.2

1
Beta
Gamma
Tau_d
10

0.8

0.6
1

0.4
0.1
0.2

0.1
Diffusion Coefficient

0.01
0.01

1

0.1
Diffusion Coefficient

Fig. 4. Evaluation of the scalar diffusion model selection. Left: the energy
curve of model evidence w.r.t. the diffusion coefficient ν (continuous red line)
shares the same minimum (full circle) in ν̂ up to a slight bias as the endpoint error curve (green dashes) between ground truth and the motion estimate.
Right: Evolution of regularization coefficient estimates α̂ (red line), β̂ (green
dashes) and γ̂ (blue points) and robust data model parameter estimate τ̂d
(pink dashes) w.r.t. the diffusion coefficient. The circle indicates the diffusion
coefficient selected value.
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End Point Error [pixel]
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35
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Fig. 5. Evaluation of regularization coefficient estimation. Left: energy
curve of the regularization coefficient evidence (green dashes) and likelihood
(blue points). In the zoom, the estimate γ̂ yielding the minimum (bolded dot)
of the evidence energy appears to be very close to the regularization coefficient
yielding the minimum (other bolded dot) of the end point error (continuous red
line) between ground truth and the estimated motion. Right: evidence energy
(red line) composed of the addition of log of the Occam factor (blue points)
and of likelihood energy (green dashes) w.r.t regularization coefficient. The
evidence energy is largely influenced by the Occam factor while the likelihood
energy appears to have a minor influence and obviously does not constitute
a good criterion for regularization coefficient estimation.

function was also selected based on model evidence for the
1-st order regularizer. But, fluid motion fields which we
are dealing with are spatially continuous. Nevertheless, the
choice of a Leclerc’s cost on the 1-st order regularizer is not
really incoherent since a quadratic first order prior may not
be able to model appropriately the flow regularity. Indeed,
comparing errors of the reconstructed motion field with errors
displayed in the first row of Fig. 3 shows that using robust
Leclerc’s M-estimators yielded slightly better results than
using quadratic norms for priors . Note that considering 2-nd
order regularizers proposed in [8] or [45] as candidates in
the model selection stage could have resulted in a significant
enhancement of results. However, for sake of simplicity, we
limited the prior model selection stage to the choice of the
M-estimator for penalization.
Hyper-parameter Estimation. The vector estimate θ̂ is
constituted by regularization coefficients α̂ and β̂ and by
parameters τˆr and τˆd . The ratio of the two former parameters
constitute the estimated regularization coefficient γ̂ = α̂/β̂.
Fig. 5 shows that the estimated regularization coefficient
appears to be very closed fom the value minimizing the
average end point error between the true and the estimated
motion. This figure also highlights the fact that minimizing

Fig. 6. Evaluation of sensitivity to initial conditions. Above: final versus
initial values of regularization parameter estimates α̂ (continuous red line),
β̂ (green dashes) and γ̂ (blue points). Below: final regularization coefficient
estimate γ̂ (red line) and robust data parameter (τ̂d )−1/2 (green dashes) and
robust regularization parameter (τ̂r )−1/2 (blue points) parameters w.r.t initial
values of τd = τr .

the likelihood energy is not a reliable criterion for selecting
the regularization parameter. The parameters τˆd and τˆr are
related to the two different Leclerc’s M-estimators, associated
respectively to a robust penalization of the scalar diffusion
model and to a robust 1-st order regularization prior energy.
Let us remark that in previous work, it has been shown
that a 1-st order regularizer is generally unsuited for fluid
flows whereas 2-nd order divergence and curl regularizers
models more accurately the flow [7]. This behavior can also
be observed in our experiments by comparing the last two
rows of Fig. 3: results of the two regularizers employed with
an arbitrary set of hyper-parmeters and the OFC data model
illustrate that the error can be reduced by half using fluiddedicated regularization model. Nevertheless, it is important
to notice that such results are entirely dependent on hyperparmeter tuning. Indeed, comparing the first and last row
of Fig. 3 shows that fitting an inappropriate regularizers (in
other words estimating hyper-parmeters) while selecting data
models by Bayesian inference yields better results than fine
regularizers adjusted by manually tuning hyper-parameters.
Sensitivity to initial conditions. Some experiments have
then been conducted to evaluate the sensitivity of the
hyper-parameter estimation method with respect to the initial
condition. In this perspective, several initial conditions have
been considered for the estimation of the regularization
coefficients and the robust parameters. As shown in the
left plots of Fig. 6, the initial values of the regularization
coefficient ranging from 0.1 to 100 led to an identical value
for the final estimate γ̂. Based on this heuristic result, one
can argue that in this case, the energy of the hyper-parameter
evidence defined in (49) behaves as a convex functional.
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Image with noise: N (0, 202 ) Robust weights : Fixed (τd )−1/2 = 5.

Estimated (τ̂d )−1/2 = 2.21

Fig. 7. Evaluation of robustness to noisy observations. Left: Visualization of additional independent and identically distributed Gaussian noise
N (0, 202 ) at the center of original image. Middle: Map of robust weights
associated to the data term for a parameter value of (τd )−1/2 = 5.00 chosen
arbitrarily. Right: Map of robust weights associated to the data term for the
estimated parameter value of (τ̂d )−1/2 = 2.21.

Fig. 9. “Venus” image sequence. Frame 10 of the “Venus” sequence and
motion ground truth in color visualization.
Prior fr

γ̂

τ̂d

τ̂r

− log p(I|D, R)

Mean End Point Error

Mean Barron Error

L2

11.65

0.01

0

567808

0.485

8.423

Leclerc

11.36

0.01

0.34

565274

0.485

8.419

L1

10.50

0.01

1.25

556641

0.482

8.348

Fig. 10. Prior model fˆr = L1 selection and hyper-parameters (γ̂, τ̂d , τ̂r )
estimation. Table showing hyper-parameter estimates together with the score
obtained for different regularization norms in terms of evidence energy, end
point and Barron angular error.
Motion Field

Mean End Point Error: 0.35

Mean Barron Angular Error: 11.83◦

Fixed hyper-parameters: τ = 0.04, γ = 1.

illustrate the non-efficiency of a manual tuning, a comparison
with a fixed robust parameter is provided in this figure. The
reconstructed motion fields from the incomplete observations
are shown in Fig. 8. A comparison of the corresponding error
maps is also provided in this figure.
B. Computer vision scenes

Motion Field

Mean End Point Error: 0.34

Mean Barron Angular Error: 11.58◦

Estimated hyper-parameters: τ̂ = 0.20, γ̂ = 2.79

Fig. 8. Motion field reconstruction from incomplete observations. Motion
estimates, end point and Barron angular error for an arbitrary robust parameter
value (τd )−1/2 = 5.00 (row above) and for the most likely estimate
(τ̂d )−1/2 = 2.21 (row below).

Concerning the sensitivity of the robust Leclerc’s parameters
associated to the prior and the likelihood, we considered
initial couples (τd , τr ) with identical values τd = τr ranging
from 0.1 to 1. Results displayed in the right plots of
Fig. 6 show convergence towards identical hyper-parameter
estimates, even if some instabilities can be noticed on the
final estimate τˆd for too large initial values. This seems
a quite natural behavior since non-linearities are likely to
increase when τd tends to infinity.
Sensitivity to noise. Uncorrelated Gaussian noise of zero
mean and of standard deviation equal to about 10% of the
image intensity dynamic was added to one of the two images
of the sequence, in a localized spatial area at the image grid
center. This noise inclusion allows us to evaluate the method
ability to discard unreliable observations. This noise induces
obviously also a change in the statistics of the likelihood and
the prior models i.e. in the value of γ̂. As shown in Fig. 7,
the Bayesian inference scheme was able to estimate the most
likely parameter τˆd and to produce a relevant outlier map. To

The Bayesian inference method has then been assessed
using scalar image sequences of the Middleburry database.
In this database, challenging computer vision scenes are
provided for optic-flow estimation evaluation [1].
“Venus” sequence. We first concentrate on the “Venus”
sequence. Frame 10 and 11 were chosen for evaluation. The
first frame and the associated ground truth are displayed
in Fig. 9. A collection of models R was constituted by
combining a prior 1-st order regularizer Πr with three
different penalization (L2 , L1 or Lecler’s cost function4 ).
The likelihood model D was chosen to be the OFC equation
penalized by Leclerc’s function. The table displayed in
Fig. 10 shows that the the energy of the prior model evidence
reaches its minimum for the L1 norm and that this selected
model R̂ also induces the weakest error between the true and
the estimated motion. The estimated motion field v̂ and error
maps obtained with selected model R̂ and hyper-parameters
θ̂ are shown in Fig. 11. For visual evaluation, the most
likely maps of data outliers and motion spatial discontinuities
related respectively to estimate τˆd and τˆr are displayed in
the same figure. As shown in the table of Fig. 15, errors
obtained with Bayesian inference on the simplest likelihood
and prior models are comparable to error of manually
tuned hyper-parameters of affine regularization model or
specialized data term dedicated to such scenes composed of
rigid objects [4], [5].
4 The

robust penalty function defined in (71) is here abusively called L1 .
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Fig. 12. “Dimetrodon” image sequence. Frame 10 of the “Dimetrodon”
sequence and motion ground truth in color visualization.

“Venus”
Bayesian inference
Bruhn&al [5].
Black&Anandan [4].
Pyramid Lucas-Kanade [30]
Zitnick & al [46].

“Dimetrodon”

8.348

3.303

8.732

10.993

7.641

9.261

14.614

10.272

11.423

30.105

Fig. 15. Comparison with state-of-the-art. Mean Barron angular error
comparison with other methods available in Middleburry’s database

“Dimetrodon” sequence. We then assessed the inference
method on the “Dimetrodon” sequence. Frame 10 and 11
were chosen for evaluation. The first frame and the associated
ground truth are displayed in Fig. 12. The collection of
candidate models (D, R) was constituted by associating a
prior 1-st order regularizers Πr with an OFC based observation operator Πd , considering all possible combination of
penalization for the likelihood and the prior models among L2 ,
L1 and the Lecler’s M-estimator. Table in Fig. 13 shows that
a combination of two L1 norm performs the best in terms of
angular and end point error. Note that this association (D̂, R̂)
corresponds also to the models which have been selected by
maximizing the evidence. The estimated motion field v̂ and
error maps obtained with the selected models (D̂, R̂) and
related hyper-parameters θ̂ are displayed in Fig. 14. Table in
Fig. 15 shows that a Bayesian inference scheme enables to
outperform significantly more refined method with manually
tuned parameters. For an additional visual evaluation, the most
likely maps of data outliers and motion spatial discontinuities
related respectively to estimate τˆd and τˆr are displayed in
Fig. 14. Not surprisingly, comparing the outlier maps of the
“Venus” and the “Dimetrodon” scenes reveals that, conversely
to the Leclerc’s cost which discard only strong occluded areas,
a L1 norm favors zero values for robust weights in region with
weak gradients, occlusions, ambiguities or areas carrying little
information. This is somehow in agreement with the concept
of sparsity encouraged by the L1 norm.

flow, regularization coefficients, M-estimator parameters, prior
and likelihood motion models are in this way simultaneously
inferred by maximizing the posterior or the likelihood of the
marginalized distributions. The method has been assessed on
several image sequences. In particular, the proposed Bayesian
inference scheme succeeds to select the appropriate underlying
physical data model driving the diffusion of a scalar by a turbulent flow. Moreover, the Bayesian choice of robust penalty
functions for the data and the regularization models appeared
to maximize optic-flow estimation accuracy. Furthermore, the
hyper-parameter estimation process proved to be robust to
noise and not sensitive to the initial conditions. Comparison
with the state-of-the-art estimators in fluid flow estimation and
computer vision assessed the efficiency of the method and
highlighted the importance of such inference schemes.
A PPENDIX
A - M- ESTIMATORS AND SEMI - QUADRATIC MODELS
We recall in this appendix the properties of M-estimators.
Let ρτ be a real-valued continuously differentiable even function such that:
1) ρτ is increasing on R+
2) φ(V 2 ) , ρτ (V ) is strictly convex on R+
3) limV 2 →+∞ φ0 (V 2 ) = 0
4) τ , limV 2 →0+ φ0 (V 2 ) < +∞.
There exists a function ψ continuously differentiable on ]0, 1],
such that:
∀V ∈ R+ , ρτ (V ) = min ϕτ (V, z)
z∈]0,1]

(67)

where parabola ϕτ is by definition a semi-quadratic parametric
function:
ϕτ (V, z) , τ zV 2 + τ ψ(z),
(68)
with function ψ defined as:
ψ(z)τ , φ ◦ (φ0 )−1 (τ z) − τ z(φ0 )−1 (τ z).

(69)

This means that the graph of ρ is the inferior envelope of a
family of parabolas ϕτ continuously indexed by z ∈]0, 1]. The
minimum in (67) is given in closed form by:
ρ0τ (V )
.
(70)
2τ V
z∈]0,1]
M-estimators correspond to some well-known functions. For
instance, in the limit of τd → ∞, using in (12) the following
function:
s
1
ρτd (Vd (I, v, s)) =
+ Vd2 (I, v, s)
(71)
4τd2
arg min ϕτ (V, z) =

or equivalently in (14) the associated normalized indices:
V. C ONCLUSION
Inspired by the Bayesian evidence framework proposed
in [31] to solve noisy interpolation problems, we have derived
a generic and reliable hierarchical model for robust optic-flow
estimation where motion fields, models together with their
hyper-parameters are treated as random variables. Marginalizing out intermediate variables of the hierarchy enables us to express probabilistically direct conditional dependences between
the variable we want to estimate and the image data. Optic-

ẑd (Vd (I, v, s), τd ) = {1 + (2τd Vd (I, v, s))2 }−1/2 ,

(72)

1

we obtain a L norm or equivalently the energy of a Laplace’s
distribution. Another robust norm is the Leclerc’s function. It
reads:
ρτd (Vd (I, v, s)) = 1 − exp{−τd Vd2 (I, v, s))}

(73)

and is associated to the normalized exponential weights:
ẑd (Vd (I, v, s), τd ) = exp{−τd Vd2 (I, v, s)}.

(74)
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B - N EWTON ’ S METHOD FOR ESTIMATION OF
M- ESTIMATOR HYPER - PARAMETERS
Let us denote by f∂τd and f∂τr minus two times the
partial derivatives given in (54) and (55) of the log evidence
log p(I|θ, D, R) w.r.t. respectively to the hyper-parameters τd
and τr :
∂Λz?d
Πd )
(75)
f∂τd (τd ) = trace(Γz? ,γ ΠTd
∂τd
?
X ∂z (s)
1
d
+
{βVd2 (I, v̂, s) − ? }
∂τd
zd (s)
s
f∂τr (τr )

∂Λz?r
Πr )
∂τr
∂zr? (s, t)
1
{αVr2 (v̂, s, t) − ?
}
∂τr
zr (s, t)

=

γtrace(Γz? ,γ ΠTr

+

2

X
<s,t>∈C

The value τ̂d and τ̂r where these partial derivatives vanish
correspond to the maximum of the evidence probability. To
access this minimum, we use a Newton’s method [36] independently on each component using a fixed step λ in the gradient
algorithm:

 τ [k+1] = τ [k] − λ f∂τd (τ [k] )
d
d
d
f∂ 2 τ
d
,
(76)
 τr[k+1] = τr[k] − λ f∂τr (τr[k] )
f 2
∂ τr

with 0 < λ ≤ 1 and where the limit case of λ = 1 corresponds
to the Newton-Raphson algorithm. In the previous equations
f∂ 2 τd and f∂ 2 τr represent minus two times the second order
partial derivatives of the log evidence with respect to τd and τr .
For? instance, in the case of Leclerc’s
M-estimator, noting that
∂zr? (s,t)
∂zd (s)
2
?
= −Vr2 (s, t)zr? (s, t), the
∂τd = −Vd (s)zd (s) and
∂τr
first order partial derivatives of (75) can be written as:
f∂τd (τd )

= −trace[Γz? ,γ ΠTd Λz?d ΛVd2 Πd ]
X
+
{Vd2 (I, v̂, s) − βVd4 (I, v̂, s)zd? (s)}

(77)

s

f∂τr (τr )

= −γtrace[Γz? ,γ ΠTr Λz?r ΛVr2 Πr ]
X
+ 2
{Vr2 (v̂, s, t) − αzr? (s, t)Vr4 (v̂, s, t)},
<s,t>∈C

where ΛVdp and ΛVrp are diagonal matrices which are composed of the vector elements (Vd (I, v̂, s))p and (Vr (v̂, s))p .
Neglecting the inverse hessian derivative in comparison to
other terms in the trace operator, one obtains by differentiating two times the log evidence an approximated analytical
expression of the second order partial derivatives:
f∂ 2 τd (τd )

'
+

trace[Γz? ,γ ΠTd Λz?d ΛVd4 Πd ]
X
βzd? (s)Vd6 (I, v̂, s)

(78)

s

f∂ 2 τr (τr )

'
+2

γtrace[Γz? ,γ ΠTr Λz?r ΛVr4 Πr ]
X
αzr? (s, t)Vr6 (v̂, s, t).
<s,t>∈C

Maximum likelihood estimates τ̂d and τ̂r are thus obtained
for Leclerc’s M-estimator using the Newton hyper-parameter
update rule (76) with derivates given by (77) and (78).
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Motion Field v̂

Mean End Point Error: 0.48

Mean Barron Angular Error: 8.35◦

Likelihood robust weights ẑd

Prior robust weights ẑr (horizontal cliques)

(vertical cliques)

Fig. 11. Evaluation of most likely motion v̂ estimate. Color visualization, end point and angular error maps of the motion estimate obtained with the
selected likelihood model (D̂ = OFC model with Leclerc’s norm) and prior model (R̂ = first order regularization with L1 norm) and with the most likely
hyper-parameters (γ̂, τ̂d , τ̂r ) = (10.50, 0.01, 1.25). The bottom row displays spatial maps of robust weights ẑd and ẑr corresponding to the Leclerc’s norm
parameters τˆd and τˆr

Likelihood model D
L2
Leclerc
L1
L2
Leclerc
L1
L2
Leclerc
D̂ = L1

Prior model R
L2
L2
L2
Leclerc
Leclerc
Leclerc
L1
L1
R̂ = L1

γ̂
12.48
14.97
1.85
9.58
15.01
1.83
3.24
12.28
1.70

τ̂d
0
0.32
20.0
0
0.32
20.0
0
0.34
20.0

τ̂r
0
0
0
2.00
1.34
0.39
10.0
10.0
10.0

− log p(I|D, R)
443013
418662
337990
437326
418602
338097
434656
417340
335564

Mean End Point Error
0.201
0.199
0.191
0.206
0.199
0.191
0.258
0.204
0.190

Mean Barron Error
3.656
3.542
3.309
3.760
3.542
3.308
4.883
3.657
3.303

Fig. 13. Selection of the most likely norms for the data and the regularization terms. Hyper-parameters estimates and score of the different norm
associations in terms of evidence energy, end point and angular error. The evidence energy is minimized for the likelihood D̂= (OFC model with L1 ) and the
prior R̂= (1-st order regularizer with L1 norm). The selected models also minimize the end point and the angular average errors.

Motion Field v̂

Mean End Point Error: 0.19

Mean Barron Angular Error: 3.30◦

Likelihood robust weights ẑd

Prior robust weights ẑr (horizontal cliques)

(vertical cliques)

Fig. 14. Evaluation of most likely motion v̂ estimate. Color visualization, end point and angular error maps of the motion estimate obtained with
the selected likelihood model (D = OFC model with L1 norm) and prior model (R̂ = first order regularization with L1 norm) and with the most likely
hyper-parameters (γ̂, τ̂d , τ̂r ) = (1.69, 20.0, 10.0). The bottom row displays spatial maps of robust weights ẑd and ẑr corresponding to the Leclerc’s norm
parameters τˆd and τˆr

